Jan.  5  Introduction to modernist fiction and James Joyce (1882-1941)
    7  *Dubliners*, 1-6
    9  *Dubliners*, 7-11

12  *Dubliners*, 12-14
14  "The Dead"
16  Exam or Paper on *Dubliners* (1914)

21  Ernest Hemingway (1899-1961)
23  *In Our Time*, pp. 11-62

26  *In Our Time*, 63-112
28  *In Our Time*, 113-end
30  Exam or Paper on *In Our Time* (1925)

Feb.  2  (*Ulysses* published in Paris 2/2/22.) Ford Madox Ford (1873-1939)
  4  *No More Parades*, Part I, chapters i-ii
  6  *No More Parades*, I, iii-iv

  9  *No More Parades*, Part II
11  *No More Parades*, Part III
13  Exam or Paper on *No More Parades* (1925)

16  Virginia Woolf (1882-1941)
18  *Mrs. Dalloway*, pp.3-29
20  *Mrs. Dalloway*, 29-94

23  *Mrs. Dalloway*, 94-151
25  *Mrs. Dalloway*, 151-end
27  Exam or Paper on *Mrs. Dalloway* (1926)

Mar.  2  Gertrude Stein (1874-1946)
  6  Autobiography, 3-4

9  Autobiography, 5-6
11  Autobiography, 7
13  Exam or Paper on *The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas* (1933)

17  Paper on modernist fiction due

Keep up to date on the reading; do it before class on the assigned date.